Taking its cue from the cantilevered form of the classic Tubular Brno chair by Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, Moment is a streamlined, elegant counterpoint to any workspace. Moment complements our diverse portfolio of office seating and furniture and is a beautiful and practical solution for the guest chair that most offices, whether private or open plan, require. Designed by Jeffrey Bernett and Nicholas Dodziuk.

Features and Benefits

• Sled base guest chair with cantilevered seat and back nicely complements other Knoll office seating and furniture
• Textured, contoured back cleaves the tubular frame with no visible fasteners, maintaining the clean lines of the cantilevered form
• Upholstered, molded foam seat is designed with a finished underside to conceal the support structure and to protect the textile when stacked
• Four frame finishes and five back colors, shown above, and a wide range of KnollTextiles fabrics and Spinneybeck® leathers allow Moment to work with any design aesthetic
• Stacks four high on the floor
• GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certified® and GREENGUARD Children & Schools™
• SMaRT® Sustainable Gold certified